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The International Serious Adverse
Events Consortium’s data sharing
model
To the Editor:
Although the exchange of data among
scientists has long been considered a norm
of scientific practice1, it was not until the
mid-1990s that formalized structures for
sharing scientific data before publication
began to emerge. Most notably, in 1996
the leaders of the Human Genome Project
adopted the ‘Bermuda Principles’2, which
established for the first time that genomic
sequence data be released to publicly
accessible databases almost immediately
after their generation and that intellectual
property (IP) protection of such data be
discouraged. The Bermuda Principles
continue to shape data release practices
today, both in the genomics research
community and other fields3,4. Among
the many genomics research projects
adopting rapid prepublication data release
requirements have been the International
HapMap Project5, the International
Cancer Genome Consortium6, the
Malaria Genomic Epidemiology Network
(MalariaGEN)7, the Genetic Association
Information Network (GAIN)8 and the
eMERGE Consortium9. Each of these
projects was funded, to a large degree,
by governmental and charitable sources.
Though the data-sharing requirements
and practices of such ‘public’ projects have
been well-documented, data sharing in the
private sector has received less attention.
Nevertheless, the existence and study of
private sector data-sharing initiatives is
important, as the motivations leading private
enterprises to share data openly are likely to
be different from the motivations of public

agencies and charitable foundations, and
the data generated by private sector efforts
may be of greater interest to other private
sector researchers than publicly generated
data. Two early private sector initiatives,
the Merck Gene Index10 and the SNP
Consortium11, have been widely cited as
exemplars of private sector data sharing,
but it has been a decade since these projects
completed their work.
Here, we describe the data release and
IP policies of the International Serious
Adverse Events Consortium (iSAEC), a
biomedical research consortium led and
funded primarily by private pharmaceutical
firms together with the Wellcome Trust
(London). The data-sharing model
adopted by iSAEC embodies many of the
characteristics of the Bermuda Principles
and later public genomics projects. We
envision it will provide a useful reference
for other public-private consortiums
seeking to facilitate precompetitive
research.
Originally founded in 2007 as a US taxexempt organization, iSAEC today includes
nine major US, European and Japanese
pharmaceutical manufacturers, two
information technology providers, a major
US hospital network and the Wellcome
Trust. Members are either voting or
non-voting, depending on different
membership criteria (that is, financial
or nonfinancial contribution). The
consortium’s board of directors consists of
one representative of each voting member,
plus one of us (A.L.H.) as its independent
chairman and CEO.
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The mission of the iSAEC is to
coordinate and fund research on the
identification of DNA markers that confer
a risk on individuals for drug-induced
serious adverse events. The iSAEC engages
academic collaborators and networks
around the world to collect DNA samples
and associated phenotypic data, and then
to conduct genome-wide association
studies (GWAS), targeted sequencing and
statistical analyses to identify potential
markers and associations of interest,
including drug-induced liver injury12,13
and serious skin rash14.
Because drug-induced serious adverse
events for marketed substances are rare and
occurrences are geographically scattered
and symptoms are often underdiagnosed or
misdiagnosed, the iSAEC faces numerous
challenges in assembling properly
sized sample collections to conduct
statistically meaningful analyses. Fostering
collaboration with academic and clinical
networks around the world has thus become
a critical element of iSAEC’s research
program (Supplementary Table 1).
To date, the iSAEC has established
relationships with more than 50 academic
and clinical groups and has formed
two dedicated clinical networks (the
International DILI (drug-induced liver
injury) Consortium and the International
Consortium on Drug Hypersensitivity)
to accelerate the collection of suitable
cases and related DNA samples. It has
also supported phenotype standardization
efforts15–17 to promote the rational and
consistent identification of case subjects
across multiple collection sites. Given
the importance of iSAEC’s research to
overall drug safety, the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has been an active
participant in the consortium’s programs,
though neither FDA nor any other
governmental entity has provided financial
support for iSAEC’s activities.
Although the members of the iSAEC
are primarily commercial entities that
individually hold important patent assets,
the express policy of the iSAEC is to make
its research results available to the public
free of any patent encumbrances. By
removing IP protection constraints, this
policy aims to provide both members and
nonmembers with unfettered access to
valuable data and to promote biomedical
research in drug-induced serious adverse
events. This public commitment of
IP serves as a cornerstone of iSAEC’s
charitable tax-exempt status and also
alleviates concerns regarding potential
17
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antitrust challenges to this coordinated
research activity.
To achieve the desired end, iSAEC’s
members, as well as its academic and
commercial collaborators, are contractually
prohibited from seeking patent protection
for associations or other discoveries made
with iSAEC support. This prohibition
does not, however, limit a member’s or
a collaborator’s ability to seek to patent
downstream discoveries enabled by the
results developed through iSAEC.
To limit the ability of third parties
to patent the genetic associations and
other results identified by the iSAEC, the
consortium has adopted a ‘protective’
patent strategy modeled on that of the
SNP Consortium. Under this approach,
the iSAEC files US patent applications
claiming various DNA markers that have
been identified through its studies, with
the intention that these applications
be abandoned after publication. This
approach ensures that the relevant genetic
markers are included in the US Patent and
Trademark Office’s ‘prior art’ database,
which is used by patent examiners to assess
the originality of claimed inventions, but
that no patents will ever issue based on
these applications. The patent-defeating
effect of such patent filings extends to any
other country that is a treaty partner of the
United States.
GWAS, sequence and other data
generated by iSAEC studies are managed by
the iSAEC Data Analysis and Coordination
Center (DACC) at Columbia University
in New York. Data analysis is coordinated
through iSAEC’s Scientific Management
Committee (SMC), which consists of
investigators representing iSAEC members,
consultants and selected academic
collaborators. The SMC is responsible for
creating the data analysis plans for all iSAEC
studies, whereas the DACC is responsible
for executing the plans, often in conjunction
with non-DACC academic collaborators.
Like the publicly funded genomic
science projects discussed above, the
iSAEC releases a large amount of data
to the public. Only data that have been
de-identified and are not linked to any
individual patient are made publicly
accessible. Data release is accomplished
through the iSAEC data portal (https://
dataportal.saeconsortium.org/), a
controlled-access database developed and
maintained by the DACC. Data are made
available for public access no later than
12 months after they are generated, and
often sooner. Before data are publically
18
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Figure 1 iSAEC data release program. (a) Profile and timeline of iSAEC public data releases (showing
data sets based on studies of drug-induced liver injury (DILI), serious skin rash (SSR), Stevens-Johnson
Syndrome/toxic epidermal necrolysis (SJS/TEN) and agranulocytosis. (b) iSAEC public data requests by
sector (percentage).

released, no investigator accessing iSAEC
data may make use of such data for any
purpose other than the advancement of
iSAEC projects (Fig. 1a).
The iSAEC’s sixth and most recent data
release (not shown) occurred in March
2012 and includes anonymous clinical
and genotyping data on 360 individuals
exposed to the anti-HIV drug nevirapine
(Viramune), which is known to cause
skin hypersensitivity reactions including
Stevens-Johnson Syndrome and toxic
epidermal necrolysis.
Any researcher may apply for access
to the iSAEC’s data through the DACC,
which requires the applicant to disclose its
institutional affiliation and specific research
purpose. As of October 2011, the DACC had
received ~100 separate requests for access
to iSAEC data. All requests that stated a
research purpose and identified a legitimate
institutional affiliation were granted.
Approximately 42% of iSAEC data
access requests are received from private
industry (more than any other sector; Fig.
1b). This figure contrasts with the much
lower rate of industry access to public
databases, such as dbGaP, which has been
reported at ~8% (as of August 2010)18. This
finding demonstrates that private sector
users are interested in, and make efforts
to access, publicly accessible data on drug
safety biomarkers, which is clearly useful
and relevant to their internal research
programs.

All recipients of iSAEC data must enter
into a data use agreement pursuant to
which they agree to use these data (i) solely
for the purposes stated in the data access
application, (ii) in accordance with any
specific restrictions identified in the data
file, (iii) in a manner that does not seek to
identify any individual data subject,
(iv) in a manner that is reasonably secure,
and (v) in compliance with all applicable
laws, rules, regulations and orders.
Data users must also agree not to publish
any results based on the analysis of the
iSAEC data until the publication embargo
date associated with the relevant data set on
the iSAEC data portal. This embargo date
is typically set in the range of 9–12 months
from the initial public release of the data and
is intended to afford the consortium time
to conclude its own data analyses and make
protective patent filings, as described above.
In addition, data users must agree not to
seek patents claiming any DNA markers or
associations disclosed in, or derived from,
the iSAEC data, or that would otherwise
block access to, or use of, such data. To our
knowledge, there have been no violations of
these policies by users of iSAEC data.
Although the iSAEC currently releases data
through its own publicly accessible data portal,
it is also in the process of working with the US
National Institutes of Health (NIH) to make
these data available by means of a dedicated
drug safety genomic database after the
expiration of applicable restriction periods.
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Rapid, prepublication data sharing is
viewed by many as an essential component
of contemporary genomic research19.
Accordingly, substantial attention has
been given in the literature to data-sharing
models employed by NIH-administered
databases, such as GenBank and dbGaP, and
in connection with publicly funded programs,
such as GAIN and eMERGE. Although these
resources have contributed greatly to public
knowledge, they do not reveal the entire story.
As described above, an increasing amount
of data are being released to the public
on a voluntary basis by privately funded
collaborations, such as iSAEC.
There are numerous possible motivations
that could lead for-profit enterprises to
adopt this public-spirited approach. These
range from corporate philanthropy and
public relations to facilitating collaboration
with academic, clinical and governmental
research groups. Whatever the motivations
are, however, the fact that industry-based
collaborations such as iSAEC continue to
contribute to public knowledge in critical
research areas should be recognized and
encouraged by policy makers and the broader
scientific community.
The open data sharing and release policies
adopted by iSAEC, as well as the consortium’s
adherence to a strict nonpatenting approach,
have facilitated collaborations with academic
and clinical networks across the world.
Indeed, iSAEC’s adherence to such policies
has eliminated the need for the protracted
and often difficult negotiations over patent
rights and data access that often stymie
collaboration between the private sector and
nonprofit research organizations.
Thus, iSAEC’s open data model is pivotal to
maximizing the scientific value of its research
into the genetic basis of drug-induced
serious adverse events. Timely public release
of the consortium’s data offers biomedical
researchers and informatics scientists the
opportunity to pursue additional scientific
findings by applying novel statistical methods
and/or by integrating additional data sets. It
is hoped that this approach will accelerate the
development of scientific understanding and
validation far beyond the prevalent traditional
biomedical paradigm of publication without
release of supporting primary data sets. This
approach is in the best interests of science and
society at large.
Note: Supplementary information is available at http://
www.nature.com/doifinder/10.1038/nbt.2470.
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Lack of evidence for existence of
noncanonical RNA editing
To the Editor:
RNA editing, the post-transcriptional
modification of genomic information,
results in variation that can be observed in
the transcriptome. In mammals, only two
types of canonical RNA editing are known
to exist: the pervasive adenosine-to-inosine
(A-to-I; I is recognized as G) editing and
the rare cytosine-to-uracil (C-to-U) editing.
The recent advent of next-generation
sequencing technologies allows comparative
analysis of RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) and
genome sequencing data from the same
individual. A large number of putative
noncanonical RNA editing sites have been
reported1. However, the detection of RNA
editing sites is often riddled with problems
of a technical nature2–5. Our groups have
recently developed refined methods and
found that the vast majority of mismatches
between genomic DNA and RNA are of
the A-to-G type, indicative of A-to-I RNA
editing6,7. Whereas one of our groups (at
Stanford University) did not find evidence
of noncanonical RNA editing events7, the
other (at BGI) reported successful validation
for a number of them6. Therefore, the
question remains: do the noncanonical
RNA editing events exist? Here, our analysis
unambiguously suggests that the previously
identified noncanonical sites were derived
mostly from mismapping reads to a highly
similar genomic duplicate region.
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Previously, eleven genomic loci (defined
by PCR amplicons), each containing at
least one non-A-to-G site, were successfully
validated by PCR and Sanger sequencing
(ref. 6, Supplementary Table 8). Often
multiple sites of different types were present
within each locus. We queried each of the 11
PCR amplicon sequences against the human
reference genome using the global alignment
tool BLAT8, which has the ability to detect
the correct location of spliced reads. To our
surprise, each one of them had a secondbest hit in the human genome. Mismatches
between the original amplicons and the
second-best hits were consistent with the
previously suggested editing types at these
positions (Fig. 1a). This suggests that for
all 11 genomic loci, the observed non-Ato-G mismatches were a result of wrongly
mapped RNA-seq reads that originated
from highly similar regions, which were
undistinguishable even by the primers used
in the original validation.
Therefore, we designed novel primer pairs
that exclusively amplify the second-best hit
region in both genomic DNA (gDNA) and
cDNA for four genomic loci with BLAT
double hits (Supplementary Table 1). Using
the previously designed and the new primers,
we successfully obtained gDNA and cDNA
products of the first- and second-best BLAT
hit regions (Supplementary Notes and
Supplementary Table 2). In all cases, the
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